The

D.B.

Cooper
Handbook
Written by Alex Stout

A Guide to pulling off the infamous Cooper
Skyjacking

So, you wanna be D.B.
Cooper...
Fortunately, you chose the right
skyjacker’s footsteps to follow.
Did you know that the D.B.
Cooper case is the only unsolved
hijacking case in U.S. history?
Although, whether or not he
survived is another story. But,
you seem willing to take that risk
in view of the fact that you’ve procured this chancy
handbook.
In this booklet, you’ll ascertain the step-by-step process of
a successful hijacking for the purpose of riches.
Notice: The creator of this brochure will not be held legally responsible
for the actions that may ensue from its perusal.
Warning: Technology, police, and FBI advances have changed
dramatically over the last 40 years making a Cooper copycat mission a
vastly unachievable task.

Step 1: Follow the Code of Cooper (Seen on inner flip-page).
Step 2: Obtain a fraudulent identification.
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Code of Cooper:

Step 3: Choose a flight close to National Borders between

Rule #1: Don’t Get Caught!

Mexico and the U.S.
Step 4: Wear a disguise. Party stores
should have sufficient supplies.
Step 5: Obtain a standard briefcase.

*All other rules are to sustain Rule #1

Step 6: Make an artificial bomb:

Rule #2: Work Alone. Trust No One.

Notice: It would be best to fabricate the artificial bomb at home.
Bombs are highly frowned upon in airports.
You’ll need:
- Paper lunch bags
- Red construction paper
- Lots of Elmer’s Glue

Rule #3, The Robin Hood Rule: Be Kind & Charming.
Spare Lives.

Procedures:
• Roll five paper lunch bags together really tightly
• Tightly wrap ten sheets of red construction paper around the
rolled paper bags.
• Using one more sheet of red construction paper, smother it in
glue and tightly wrap around the rolled papers.
• Make two more sticks
• Fill the ends with glue.
• Using wire from your neighbor’s car
stereo, place wire in the ends of the sticks
of artificial dynamite.

Rule #4: No Guns...Period.
Rule #5: Leave NOTHING behind!

• Bind the sticks together using some of
the leftover wire.
(option) Add a stop watch to the side of
the bundle of dynamite for a bloodcurdling effect!

Rule #6: Wear Sweet
!

!

Aviators!
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Step 15: Go to the emergency exit. Open the door following the

Step 7: Place your new artificial bomb into

instructions provided on the door.

the briefcase.
You are ready to board the plane!

Step 16: Jump.

Remember! Always abide by the Code of

Step 17: Using your arms and legs

Cooper (Seen on Page 5)!

to control the air that passes your

Step 8: Once the plane has steadied out in the air, notify the

body, stable your fall.
Step 18: Pull the chute release located

stewardess of your bomb (don’t tell her it’s artificial).
Step 9: Once you begin communications with the FBI, lay out
your demands (tell them you’ll trade the hostages for your

in front of your right shoulder
(chute releases may vary).
Step 19: As you approach the Earth, tuck your legs by bending

desired sum of money and three or more parachutes)

your knees and prepare for the hard landing.

*More parachutes ensures a

Step 20: Find the nearest beach and enjoy your new wealth.

working chute
Step 10: Once the FBI says

If you adhered to each step precisely, you will be

they’ll meet your demands,

somewhere on the beaches of Mexico, bathing in cash, sipping

tell the pilot to land the plane.

a margarita.

Step 11: Trade the hostages for
the loot and ensure the plane gets
refueled.
Step 12: Since you chose a flight close to the border, demand
the pilot to fly to Mexico City.
Step 13: Strap the money to your body very, very securely (use
rope from extra chutes).
Step 14: Once you’ve flown over the border in one
piece, tell the pilot to slow the plane and drop the altitude.
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